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Abstrakt
Tato bakalářská práce se zabývá návrhem a implementací hry Android Orienteering pro mo-
bilní zařízení obsahující operační systém Android. V práci je popsán způsob programování
aplikací pro platformu Android se zaměřením na oblasti použité při vývoji hry. Dále je
v práci uveden návrh aplikace a detailní popis její implementace. Zajímavými částmi im-
plementace jsou například použítí OpenStreetMap, práce s GPS a se senzory chytrých
telefonů. Dále je zde rozebrát možný postup pro další vývoj aplikace.
Abstract
This bachelor’s thesis concerns itself with a design and implementation of a game named
’Android Orienteering’ for mobile devices with an Android operating system. This paper
contains a description of the programming for an Android platform concentrating on do-
mains that were used during the game’s implementation. Further a design of the application
and a detailed description of the implementation are explained in this thesis. An interesting
area of implementation is the use of OpenStreeMap, a work with GPS and Smartphone’s
sensors. Finally there is analysis of possible following progress.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays the use of smart phones for work and for entertainment is a common practice.
Both the hardware’s part has developed and software’s applications have evolved. There
are more possibilities and more uses. A lot of programs, which are useful and helpful for
every day live, have arisen. Aspects of the virtual reality found in smart phones are inspired
by the real world.
This thesis is focused on the development of a game ’Android Orienteering’. This
game also takes an inspiration from the real world, from the sport called orienteering.
The game is developed for people, who like a nature and exercise, for sportsmen and
sportswomen, who want to improve their physical condition, or for specialists, who are
preparing for a race.
This paper includes several chapters. This introduction is the first one. In the second
chapter the principle of orienteering is explained, because the game follows the rules of this
sport.
The game is implemented for the mobile platform Android. Therefore Chapter 3
concentrates on a theory about programming for the Android platform. In this chapter can
be found an explanation of the user interface creation, working with custom data, GPS,
using maps in Android and using the video camera.
The application design is shown in Chapter 4. It also serves as the game manual. In
the same section there is a summary of three similar projects.
The thesis then concentrates on some interesting parts of the development. In Chapter 5
is described the implementation in general. There can be also found some diagrams with
the structure of the application and other technical details. Chapter 6 includes the final
look-and-feel of the application, the description of the testing procedure and the feedback
from several users.
The last Chapter 7 includes an evaluation of my work. There is also offered some kind
of suggestions for improvements to the game and for an additional development.
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Chapter 2
Orienteering
The whole bachelor thesis concerns itself with the game Android Orienteering. The name
implies, it is a game for mobile devices with an Android platform and it is inspired by the
sport called orienteering whose rules are explained in this chapter. The game principles pre-
sented in this chapter can be found on the official website of the International Orienteering
Federation [5].
Orienteering is a family of sports that combine both physical and mental elements. The
basic idea in this sport is to go round a track from a start to a finish by passing specific
control points in a predetermined order. The competitor has a map and compass for a race.
The whole race takes place in diverse and usually unfamiliar terrain. The winner is the
person, who completes the whole track with all of control points in the fastest time.
Originally orienteering was practised as a training exercise in land navigation for military
officers but later it was developed into many variations of orienteering. The four official
disciplines are foot, mountain bike, ski and trail orienteering. Nowadays orienteering also
features a variety of different formats ranging from the more traditional long distance forest
races to the younger city sprints.
Each runner needs some basic equipment for the races:
• Map - The map is provided by the organiser at the start of the track. It gives detailed
information on a terrain, such as hills, ground surface, obstacles like boulders or cliffs.
The map is created with a special map key with special symbols for orienteering and
in a concrete map scale. The map shows the track with the control points which must
be visited. For the good result in the race, an athlete needs an excellent orientation
and map reading skills.
• Compass - This equipment serves for finding the right course and to direct the map
to the correct direction. It points to the north and the map is drawn in the north
course. That means, the top edge of the map paper must be pointed to the north.
• Control card - To record passed control points and the order, the orienteer has to
punch his/her control card at each control using a small electronic device. Nowadays
two types of these devices exist, SPORTident and EMIT system.
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Chapter 3
Programming for Android
Platform
Android is a platform for many types of devices like televisions, PDAs, navigations, tablet
computers and especially mobile phones which are called smart phones. In general, the
smart phone is a mobile device with an operating system [4].
Android is an open-source project under the Apache Licence since October 2008. Like
every operating system, Android has many stages of development. The actual version is
4.1 called Jelly Bean Ice, which was published in July 2012 [4].
The main aim of this thesis is familiarising myself with the Android platform with
the focus on creating user interfaces and using sensors. In case of the sensors the game
takes advantage of the GPS system, compass and video camera. Furthermore the maps
are used in the application. Therefore these parts are described in this chapter. The basic
information were taken from the Developer’s Guide for Android [4].
3.1 Android Platform
The architecture of an Android platform consists of five layers:
• Kernel based on the Linux kernel
• Libraries and APIs written in C/C++
• Android runtime with Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM)
• Application framework which includes Java-compatible libraries
• Application software
The figure with Android architecture is in Appendix A.
Development is possible on common operating systems like Windows, Linux and MAC
OS X. On each of these systems can be installed a framework Android SDK (Software
Development Kit). Android SDK is a set of applications, utilities and libraries for creat-
ing, debugging and other work with Android applications. Android SDK supports several
different integrated development environments (IDEs). An officially supported tool for
development for Android is Eclipse [16]. For this IDE exists extension Android De-
velopment Tools (ADT), which facilitates development of Android applications. Eclipse
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offers an administrator of virtual devices too. This administrator can create a virtual de-
vice Android Virtual Device (AVD). AVD is useful for debugging the application. This
device is used by an emulator, which can simulate real situations in the mobile phone,
such as an incoming SMS, incoming phone call or changing of the GPS location. Because
programming for Android is based on Java programming language, it is also needed to
have Java Development Kit (JDK) installed.
Of course, other development tools are also available, including Native Development
Kit (NDK) for applications or extensions in C or C++, Google App Inventor and various
cross-platform mobile web application frameworks [4].
3.2 Components of Android Applications
Android applications are built from coupled components, which are described in a project
manifest. There are six basic components that provide building blocks for applications:
• Activities are a presentation layer of an application and a cornerstone of all applica-
tions. Every screen in an application is an extension of the Activity class. Activities
form a graphical user interface by using of Views. Views are usually written in
XML [7]. More details about Activities are in Section 3.4.
• Notifications are a standard way in which mobile devices alert or signal users [7].
• Services are workers of an application. Services run invisibly. They update data
sources and visible Activities and they trigger Notifications [7].
• Content Providers are a way for sharing data between applications. Content
Providers manage an access to an application’s private data, e.g. the Contact
Manager [7].
• Intents are providers of a mechanism for messages passing within and between ap-
plications. Intents are important core components of Android applications. By using
them it is possible to broadcast messages system-wide or to a target Activity or
Service, starting the intention to have an action performed [7].
• Broadcast Receivers serve as an application listener for broadcast Intents that
match specific filter criteria [7].
3.3 Android Manifest
Every Android project must have a manifest file with the name AndroidManifest.xml in
the root directory of the project hierarchy. The manifest defines the structure and metadata
of the application and its components. The manifest is made up of a root manifest tag with
a package attribute set to the project’s package. A typical manifest node is shown in the
XML code below [6]:
<manifest xmlns:android="http :// schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
package="com.my_domain.my_app">
<? other manifest nodes ?>
</manifest >
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The manifest tag includes nodes that define the application components such as activ-
ities, services, broadcast receivers and content providers, security settings and test classes
that make up the application.
Information about available manifest nodes can be found in the Development Guide [4]
at http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/manifest/manifest-intro.html.
When the developer uses the ADT New Project Wizard for creating of a new project,
a new manifest file is automatically created. But it is possible to edit this file during the
development.
3.4 Activity
Activity class is a basic Android component that provides a screen which the user can
interact with. Each Activity is given a window in that an application can present its user
interface. The window typically fills the screen, but it is not necessary.
Normally, one activity is specified as the main activity, which is presented when an
application is launched for the first time. Every activity can then start another activity.
When a new activity starts, the previous activity is stopped and the system preserves it in
a stack. The new activity is pushed onto a back stack and takes a user focus. The back
stack works with the basic ’last in, first out’ stack mechanism [4].
The Activity class is extended for creating a new Activity. Then a user interface is
defined and an activity functionality is implemented. A basic template algorithm for a new
Activity is in Algorithm 3.1.
package apt.myapplication;
import android.app.Activity;
import android.os.Bundle;
public class MyActivity extends Activity {
/** Called when the activity is created. */
@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState ){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState );
}
}
Algorithm 3.1: New Activity Creation
3.4.1 Android Activity Lifecycle
Because mobile devices have limited resources such as memory and battery, Android pro-
vides mechanisms to conserve these resources. These mechanisms are evident in the Android
Activity Lifecycle, which defines the states or events that an activity goes through from
the time it is created until it is finished [14]. The Android Activity Lifecycle is shown in
Appendix B.
Each activity monitors and reacts to these events by instantiating methods that override
the Activity class methods:
• onCreate - This method is called when an activity is created for the first time. In this
method it is possible to do all of a normal static set up, such as create views, open
any persistent data files and initialise the activity in general. The Android framework
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is passed a Bundle object containing the activity’s previous state saved from when
the activity ran before in this method. This method is always followed by onStart
method [14].
• onStart - This method is called just before an activity becomes visible on the screen.
If the activity comes to the foreground, followed by onResume method or if the activity
cannot become the foreground activity for some reason, control transfers to the onStop
method [14].
• onResume - This method is called right after onStart before an activity starts inter-
acting with a user. At this point the activity is running and is at the top of the activity
stack. onResume is also called if the activity loses the foreground to another activity,
and that activity eventually exits, popping the activity back to the foreground. It is
always followed by onPause method [14].
• onPause - This method is called when Android is just about to start resuming another
activity. At this point the activity will no longer have an access to the screen. It is
typically used to commit unsaved changes to persistent data, stop animations and
other things that may be consuming CPU. It is followed either by onResume method,
if the activity returns back to the front, or by onStop method [4].
• onStop - This method is called when an activity is no longer visible. This may
happen because another activity has taken the foreground or because the activity is
being destroyed. It is followed either by onRestart method, if the activity is coming
back to the screen, or by onDestroy, if the activity is going away [4].
• onRestart - This method is called after an activity has been stopped just before it
being started again. It is always followed by onStart method [4].
• onDestroy - This is the last chance for an activity to do anything before it is destroyed.
It could be called either because some other activity called finish method on the
activity, or because the system is temporarily destroying this instance of the activity
to save space [14].
3.5 Creation of User Interface
The user interface is the most significant part of the whole application. Users like or
dislike the application by the UI. The way of the user interface creation is described in this
chapter. This information were gained from the book Professional Android Application
Development [6] and from the Android Developer’s Guide [4].
The user interface in an Android application is built using several objects:
• Views are basic units of the user interface for visual interface elements. All layout
classes are derived from the Views.
• ViewGroups extend the View class that can contain multiple child Views. The
ViewGroup class serves as a base for subclasses called layouts. They offer different
kinds of layout architecture and help to compose UI.
• Activities represent a window or screen being displayed to the user. More about it
is in the Chapter 3.4.
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The creation of a user interface activity by using a view is shown in the following
algorithm:
@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState ){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState );
// Set content view from XML file which is in /res/layout/ folder
setContentView(R.layout.main);
// Create object TextView for manipulation with TextView in XML file
TextView myTextView = (TextView)findViewById(R.id.myTextView );
}
Algorithm 3.2: Creation of UI Activity with View
3.5.1 Views
A View object is a data structure whose properties store layout parameters. It handles its
own measurement, layout, drawing, focus change, scrolling and key/gesture interactions for
a rectangular area of the screen in which it resides. A View is a point of the interaction for
the user and receiver of interactive events from the user.
All visual components in Android derive from the View class. These subclass objects
are called widgets. Android supply a few familiar widgets for a facile creation of simple
interfaces. In following list are some of them:
• TextView - A standard read-only text label. It supports a multiline display, string
formatting and automatic word wrapping.
• EditText - An editable text entry box. It accepts a multiline entry and word wrap-
ping. It can be set up for support of checking the entry data format.
• Button - A standard push-button widget. It can be pressed, or clicked, by the user
to perform an action.
• ListView - A ViewGroup that creates and manages a group of Views. These items
are displayed in a list.
• CheckBox - A button with two possible states, checked or unchecked, which is
represented by a box.
• RadioButton - A grouped button with two possible states. It is represented either
by 0 or 1. Only one option can be selected in the same time.
More details about these widgets and description of their implementation can be found
in the reference Development Guide [4] in the part about package android.widget.
For each toolbox control it is possible to set some listener which reacts to user interac-
tion. How it can be implemented is shown in Algorithm 3.3:
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@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState ){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState );
setContentView(R.layout.main);
Button myButton = (Button)findViewById(R.id.myButton );
// Set a listener for a button
myButton.setOnClickListener(onButton );
}
/** To catch the pressing on the button myButton */
private View.onClickListener onButton = new View.OnClickListener (){
public void onClick(View v){
// Code for action after the button was pressed
}
}
Algorithm 3.3: Catch Pressing the Button
3.5.2 Custom Widgets and Controls
It is possible to create completely new and unique widgets or controls, which are needed
in a specific application. To create new controls from a blank canvas, either the View or
SurfaceView class must be extended.
The View class provides a Canvas object and series of draw methods. It serves for the
creation of a visual interface using raster graphics. The View base class offers a powerful
lightweight solution in situations where extremely rapid repaints and 3D graphics are not
requisite.
The base View class represents an empty 100x100 pixel square. Changing a size of a
control box is required to override the onMeasure method. To display a more complex visual
interface, the onDraw method must be overridden. A sample code of the implementation is
in Appendix C.
The SurfaceView class provides a canvas that supports drawing from the background
and using openGL for 3D graphics. This is the excellent option for graphics-heavy controls
that are frequently updated, for example in games and 3D visualisations.
3.5.3 Layout Managers
Layout managers (layouts) are extensions of the ViewGroup class designed to control a
position of child controls on a screen. The Android SDK includes some simple layouts to
help construct an application UI. It can be used in whatever combination for the creation
of a specific interface. The following list includes some of the layout classes which are
available:
• FrameLayout - The simplest of the layouts just pins each child view to the top left
corner. With each new view is obscured the last one.
• LinearLayout - A Linear Layout adds each child View in a straight line, either
vertically or horizontally. A vertical layout means each child view in an own row and
a horizontal layout has only a single row, in which has all of views.
• RelativeLayout - Using this type of layout it is possible to define the positions of
each of the child views relative to each other and screen boundaries.
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• TableLayout - It uses a grid of rows and columns. Tables can span multiple rows
and columns can be set to shrink or grow.
More details about each concrete type of layout and examples can be found in the
Android Development Guide [4] at http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/
layout-objects.html. More details about layouts in general can be found at http://
developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/declaring-layout.html.
The most common way to define a layout is by an XML file. These files are located in
the /res/layout/ folder. The implementation of this file is demonstrated on LinearLayout
in Algorithm 3.4.
The LinearLayout is a one of the basic layouts for creating the user interface. The follow-
ing code sets this layout as big as possible by parameters layout width and layout height
with a value match parent which means the layout has the same size as its parent. All
other items in this layout will be in vertical order because of the parameter orientation
with a value vertical. The value wrap content means that the size will be as big as
needful.
<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="utf -8"?>
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http :// schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="match_parent"
android:orientation="vertical" >
<TextView
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:text="Text" />
<EditText
android:layout_width="match_parent"
android:layout_height="wrap_content"
android:id="@+id/editText" />
</LinearLayout >
Algorithm 3.4: Simple LinearLayout
3.5.4 Menus
Menus are common user interface components. They offer a way to expose application
functions without sacrificing a screen space. Each Activity can specify its own menu activity
that is displayed when the device’s Menu button is pressed. The Menu APIs is used to
present user actions and other options in activities. A description of the implementation is
in Appendix D.
There are three fundamental types of the menus in Android:
• Options menu - The options menu is a primary collection of menu items for an
activity. Here should be placed actions that have a global impact on the application.
In Android 2.3 or lower, users can use this menu by pressing the Menu button.
• Context menu - A context menu is a floating menu that appears when the user
performs a long-click on a view element.
• Popup menu - A popup menu displays a list of items in a vertical list that is anchored
in the view that invoked this menu. It is for extended actions that relate to regions
of a content in the activity.
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More specific details about menus can be found at http://developer.android.com/
guide/topics/ui/menus.html in the Android Development Guide [4].
3.6 Saving and Loading Data in Android
The application needs to save data for a later use and correct running. In this part of the
document is described the work with data in the Android platform. The particularised
information about it can be found in the book Professional Android Application Develop-
ment [6].
Data persistence techniques in Android provide four options: Shared Preferences, Files,
SQLite Database and Content Providers. All of these have different speeds, efficiency and
robustness. Because of that, each of them is suitable for different situations. Only three of
them are described, because the technique Content Providers is not used in the developed
application.
3.6.1 Shared Preferences
Shared preferences are not strictly only for saving user preferences. It is a lightweight
technique for saving simple application data for Android applications. The mechanisms use
a name/value pair (NVP) technique to store simple primitive values.
Shared Preferences support primitive types such as boolean, float, integer, long and
string. They are most commonly used to persist data across user sessions and to share
settings between application components.
The implementation of creating, saving and retrieving shared preferences can be found
in Appendix E.
To create user preferences in the application there is the class PreferenceActivity,
which provides an Activity framework to create user preferences, which will be automati-
cally persisted.
PreferenceActivity is a base class for an activity to show a hierarchy of preferences
to a user. The activity user interface is defined in an XML file like in other activities. This
XML file is saved in folder /res/xml/, not in folder /res/layout/ like another XML file
for creating a layout in common activities. There is a base tag PreferenceScreen in this
XML file. It is also possible to create other widgets like RadioButtons, CheckBoxes etc.
3.6.2 Files
In Android it is possible to use files, too. When this option is needed in the application,
the following row must be added to Android Manifest:
<uses -permission android:name="android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE"/>
Thereafter it is possible to write on the external storage. The own storage functions are
the same in the standard Java. There are I/O classes and methods, too. Android of-
fers methods openFileInput and openFileOutput and classes FileOutputStream and
FileInputStream. Algorithm 3.5 displays a use of them.
// Create a new output file stream that is private for this application
FileOutpuStream fos = openFileOutput(filename.tmp , Context.MODE_PRIVATE );
// Create a new file input stream
FileInputStream fis = openFileInput(filename.tmp);
Algorithm 3.5: File Usage
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3.6.3 Database SQLite
Android provides full support for relational SQLite databases. All Android databases are
stored in /data/data/<package name>/databases/ folder on a device. All databases are
private, accessible only by name of every class in the application that created them.
The work with database functions with standard SQL queries, the instruction exec for
the creation of a database, create table for the creation of a table etc.
The recommended method to create a new SQLite database is to create a helper subclass
SQLiteOpenHelper to simplify the database interactions. SQLiteOpenHelper is an abstract
class that serves for creating, opening and upgrading the database. This is handled by
onCreate and onUpgrade methods.
To insert new data into database tables, ContentValues objects are used. Each Con-
tentValues object represents a single row. Instructions which are used for inserting and
other work with data in tables are standard SQL queries, for example insert, delete, update
or query.
For manipulation with data from database, Cursors are used. All queries in Android
are returned as Cursor objects. Cursor works as pointer to a subset of the underlying data.
The Cursor class includes several functions to manipulate with query results including
moveToFirst, moveToNext, moveToPrevious, getCount, getPosition. During the use of
the Cursor, Android provides a mechanism to manage it. At the end of the work with the
Cursor, it is necessary to close the used Cursor.
Sample codes with an implementation of a database are in Appendix F.
3.7 Location Based Services
The location services are services that allow users to find the current location of a device for
the application. In Android it is possible to utilise several related methods to determine the
mobile phone current location. They are GPS and Android’s Network Location Provider.
It is possible to use both of these technologies or only one of them [4].
3.7.1 GPS
The satellite-based Global Positioning System (GPS) is ubiquitous nowadays. It can be
found in car navigation units, handheld navigators and mobile phones. The mobile phone
can determine its location very accurately and it is the most accurate option, including its
altitude if that is important for the application [14]. But there are several disadvantages:
• Unreliable availability - GPS works only outdoors and in particular it depends on the
mobile device being able to see the satellites currently overhead. GPS is mostly not
able to use, if the device is in the basement of a high-rise building, surrounded by
a steel-reinforced concrete. Also it does not return the location as quickly as user
need [14].
• Reduced battery life - The GPS radios and processors continously drain the battery
power. Most phones that include GPS also have a feature that lets the user to turn
it on and off. Therefore if the application depends on the GPS accuracy it is good to
check whether GPS is turned on and to notify the user if it is not [14].
GPS works with GPS coordinates. There are three basic forms of the GPS coordinates:
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• DMS (Degrees, Minutes, Seconds) - Coordinate containing degrees as integer, min-
utes as integer and seconds as integer or real number. For example N50°05’45
”
.
• MinDec (Degrees, Decimal Minutes) - Coordinate containing degrees as integer and
minutes as real number. For example 50°5.74764N.
• DegDec (Decimal Degrees) - Coordinate containing only degrees as real number. For
example 50.095794.
Each type can be converted to other type. The following list describes the conversion
to the decimal format because this format is used in Android Orienteering.
• DMS to DegDec - This conversion is shown in Formulas 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. The sign
is taken from Table 3.6. DF means the decimal format. The degrees (d) are the same
in both types and fp is the factorial part in the decimal format, which is calculated
from the seconds (s) and minutes (m) from the DMS format.
DF = sign d+ fp (3.1)
fp = sec/3600 (3.2)
sec = 60m+ s (3.3)
• MinDec to DegDec - This conversion is shown in Formula 3.4. The sign is also
taken from Table 3.6, DF means the decimal format, the integer number of degrees
(d) is the same in the both formats and the minutes (m) are minutes from MinDec
format.
DF = sign d+m/60 (3.4)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Type Di r e c t i on Sign
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Lat i tude N +
Lat i tude S −
Longitude E +
Longitude W −
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 3.6: Possible Conversions from Direction to Sign
3.7.2 Android’s Network Location Provider
Android’s Network Location Provider determines the current location using cell tower and
Wi-Fi signals. It provides location information that works outdoors and indoors too, re-
sponding faster and uses less battery power.
• Cell ID - Regardless of whether the user is actually talking on the phone, the mobile
phone carries on a constant conversation with nearby cell towers. It has to do this in
order to be able to respond when someone calls. For that reason every few seconds
the mobile ’pings’ the cell tower it was using last to tell it that it is still in range and
to note some network parameters such as the current time, current signal strength,
etc. If the mobile device moves, it may do a handover to another cell tower. Each
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cell tower worldwide has a unique identifier, called its Cell ID, and each tower knows
its latitude and longitude. The organisation of cell towers varies depending on the
expected traffic in an area [14].
• Triangulation - Most of the time the mobile phone is in range of more than one
cell tower. The cell tower has the ability to tell what direction the mobile signal is
coming from. If there are two or three towers that can see the phone, together they
can triangulate on the device’s location. It can be very accurate and it does not
depend on any extra hardware on the mobile phone. But it depends on the number
of cell towers in the location. In the city it is more accurate because there are more
cell towers and in the countryside it can be highly inaccurate [14].
3.7.3 Implementation of Location Based Services
There are two main elements to work with for location services in Android. The first
element is LocationManager which provides APIs to determine a location and bearing of
the underlying device, and the other is LocationProvider which represents a different
finding location technology used to determine the current location of the device. Both
classes are in the android.location package.
LocationManager can not be instantiated directly. A handle to a new LocationManager
instance is returned by calling the getSystemService(Context.LOCATION SERVICE), as
shown in Algorithm 3.7.
When the application has a LocationManager, this application is able to query for a
list of all LocationProviders for the last known user location, register or unregister for
periodic updates of the user’s current location from a location provider and register or
unregister for a given Intent to be cancelled if the device comes within a given proximity
of a given location [4].
To find the current location it is possible to use either getLastKnownLocation method
or requestLocationUpdates method. The requestLocationUpdates method sets a lo-
cation listener and implements onLocationChanged method. For retrieval of the current
location it is necessary to use some provider. It can be a specific provider, for example
GPS, or a Criteria class can be used for selecting the best provider.
Work with the LocationManager is shown in Algorithm 3.7:
LocationManager locMgr;
@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState ){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState );
locMgr = (LocationManager)getSystemService(Context.LOCATION_SERVICE );
// List of enabled providers
List <String > providers = locMgr.getProviders(true);
// Choice of provider
Location location = locMgr.getLastKnownLocation("gps");
// Set to read of location updates
locMgr.requestLocationUpdates(provider , 1000*60 , 10, locListener );
}
/** Location listener */
private final LocationListener locListener = new LocationListener (){
public void onLocationChanged(Location loc){
// Work with new location
}
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public void onProviderDisabled(String provider ){}
public void onProviderEnabled(String provider ){}
public void onStatusChanged(String provider , int status ,
Bundle extra ){}
};
Algorithm 3.7: LocationManager Implementation
3.8 Maps
Maps supported in Android API are Google Maps from the Google Maps external library.
But a lot of other types of maps can be used in the Android applications. Because the
Google Maps does not look good for this type of the application, maps from the project
OpenStreetMap [11] were used.
3.8.1 OpenStreetMap
OpenStreetMap is a project that creates and provides free geographic data and mapping.
Thanks to this project, there is a lot of different types of maps and they are free for use.
Some of them are only for online use; some of them are also for oﬄine use. The best map
project for Android Orienteering would be the OpenOrienteeringMap [12]. Maps from this
project look like old maps for real orienteering. Unfortunately this type of maps is only
available in a Web browser and it is not possible to implement them to mobile devices.
For Android, the project mapsforge exists that provides a free, open-source and oﬄine
vector map library. It works similar like Google Maps API. An overall goal of the mapsforge
project is to provide a free and open toolbox that enables a community to easily create a
new OpenStreetMap-based application. The mapsforge project was initiated in 2008 at the
computer science institute of Freie Universität Berlin [13]. More information about this
project are on the website http://code.google.com/p/mapsforge/.
For the implementation these maps to the Android application, programmer must to
use the library mapsforge-map-0.3.0.jar. This library includes analogous classes as a
maps external library from Google. Therefore implementing these maps is simple. The
project gives an interface for the implementation of more similar maps. The work with the
library mapsforge-map-0.3.0.jar is shown in Appendix G in the same algorithm, which
is implemented in Android Orienteering.
3.9 Sensors
The majority of Android devices have sensors that allow to detect and to monitor changes
in the device’s position and motion. The Android sensor framework serves for the work
with these sensors. Some of them are hardware-based and some are software-based. This
chapter concentrates on the use of sensors in general. The base information were found in
the Android Development Guide [4] at http://developer.android.com/guide/topics/
sensors/sensors_overview.html and in the book Professional Android Application De-
velopment [6].
Hardware-based sensors are physical components built into a mobile device. They de-
rive data by directly measuring specific environmental properties, such as an acceleration,
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geomagnetic field strength or angular change. Software-based sensors only mimic hardware-
based sensors. Examples of sotfware-based sensors are the linear acceleration sensor and
gravity sensor.
There is the Android sensor framework for the work with sensors. It is a part of package
android.hardware and includes the following classes and interfaces:
• SensorManager - By this class it is possible to create an instance of the sensor service.
This class provides several methods for accessing and listing sensors, registering and
unregistering sensor event listeners and acquiring orientation information.
• Sensor - By this class it is possible to create an instance of a specific sensor. This
class provides various methods that determine sensor’s capabilities.
• SensorEvent - By this class the system creates a sensor event object, which provides
information about a sensor event. The sensor event object includes raw sensor data,
type of a sensor that generating the event, accuracy of data, and timestamp for the
event.
• SensorEventListener - This interface serves for the creation of two call-back meth-
ods that receive notifications when sensor values change or when a sensor accuracy
changes.
When the sensors are used in an application, sensor-related APIs perform two basic
tasks, identifying sensors and sensor capabilities, and monitoring sensor events.
3.9.1 Identification of Sensors and Sensor Capabilities
To identify which sensors are on the device it is useful to get a reference to the sensor
service. Then, as a good practise, follows a verification that a desired sensor exists on the
device before an application asks for data from it.
private SensorManager mSensorManager;
// Create an instance of the SensorManager class
// for identification sensors
mSensorManager = (SensorManager)getSystemService(Context.SENSOR_SERVICE );
// Check if a concrete sensor is on a device
if (mSensorManager.getDefaultSensor(Sensor.TYPE_ACCELEROMETER) != null){
// Accelerometer is in a device
} else {
// No accelerometer in this device
}
Algorithm 3.8: Sensor Verification
3.9.2 Monitor Sensor Events
To monitor data from a sensor it is necessary to implement two call-back methods:
• OnAccuracyChanged() - The method serves to provide a reference to a Sensor changed
object and a new accuracy of the sensor. The system invokes this method when a
sensor’s accuracy is changed.
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• OnSensorChanged() - This method is invoked when a sensor reports a new value. It
assists to provide a SensorEvent object. The SensorEvent object contains information
about new sensor data, including the accuracy of the data, make of the sensor that
generates data, timestamp at which the data was generated, and the new data that
the sensor recorded.
To use a sensor event listener it is necessary to register a listener to implement call-back
methods SensorManager.registerListener() in onResume() method and unregister this
listener by method SensorManager.unregisterListener() in onPause() method. As a
best practice, the sensors which are no more used, should be disabled, when the activity is
paused. The system will not disable these sensors automatically when the screen is turned
off.
3.9.3 Sensor Coordinate System
The sensor framework uses a standard three-axis coordinate system to express data values.
For most sensors, the coordinate system is defined relative to a device’s screen when the
device is held in its default orientation. When the device is held in its default orientation,
the X axis is horizontal and points to the right, the Y axis is vertical and points up, and
the Z axis points toward the outside of the screen. This coordinate system is used by the
acceleration sensor, gravity sensor, gyroscope, linear acceleration sensor, and geomagnetic
field sensor. The sensor’s coordinate system never changes as the device moves.
3.10 Camera
Many mobile phones nowadays have a built-in digital camera. The Android framework
includes a support for various cameras and camera features available on devices. Work
with the camera will be described in this section. The main information were found in the
Android Development Guide [4].
The Android framework supports a broad range how to use a camera such as capturing
images and video through the Camera API or Camera Intent. This chapter is concentrated
only on displaying a live preview. For this option there are two classes needed:
• Camera - This class is the primary API for controlling camera devices. This class is
used to take pictures or videos in a camera application.
• SurfaceView - This class is used to present a live camera preview to the user.
Before starting a development with the Camera API, it is necessary to add some items
to the manifest. First is Camera Permission, which requests permission to use a camera
device, and the other, for using camera hardware and other related features, is Camera
Features.
<uses -permission android:name="android.permission.CAMERA" />
<uses -feature android:name="android.hardware.camera" />
In Android there is a quick way to enable the camera, making simple tasks, such as
taking pictures or videos, without a lot of extra code by using an Intent to invoke an
existing Android camera application. But sometimes the developer may require a camera
user interface that is customised to his application or provides special features.
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The general steps for creating a custom camera interface are a detection and access of
camera, a creation of a Preview class, a building of a Preview layout, an implementation
of a desired function and realeasing the camera.
3.10.1 Detection and Access of Camera
For detecting the camera hardware the PackageManager.hasSystemFeature() method is
used. If an application specifically requires a camera using in a manifest, it is advisable to
check if the camera is available at runtime. The code below shows this checking:
private boolean checkCameraHardware(Context context) {
if (context.getPackageManager ()
.hasSystemFeature(PackageManager.FEATURE_CAMERA )){
// This device has a camera
return true;
} else {
// No camera on this device
return false;
}
}
Algorithm 3.9: Check of the Camera Device
It is possible to access the primary camera by getting an instance of Camera. For this,
the method Camera.open() is used and its use is shown in Algorithm 3.10.
public static Camera getCameraInstance (){
Camera c = null;
try {
// Attempt to get a Camera instance
c = Camera.open ();
} catch (Exception e){
// Camera is not available
}
// Returns the Camera instance or null if camera is unavailable
return c;
}
Algorithm 3.10: Instance of the Camera Object
3.10.2 Preview Class
A camera preview class is a SurfaceView that can display the live image data coming from
camera hardware.
In Appendix H the creation of the basic Camera preview class is shown. This class can be
included in a View layout, which is displayed also in Appendix H. The CameraPreview class
implements SurfaceHolder.Callback in order to capture the callback events for creating
and destroying the view.
At the end it is useful to create an Activity for displaying the CameraPreview. The last
algorithm in Appendix H shows how to do it by using previous implementations.
3.10.3 Releasing the Camera
The camera is a resource that is shared by applications on the device. An application can
use the camera after getting an instance of Camera, and it is useful to release the camera
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object when the application stops using it. This is also required as soon as the application
is paused. If the application does not properly release the camera, all subsequent attempts
to access the camera will fail and may cause this or other applications to be shut down.
To release the Camera object serves the method Camera.release(). This procedure is
displayed in the following code:
public class CameraActivity extends Activity {
private Camera mCamera;
private SurfaceView mPreview;
/** The essential functions like onCreate () etc. */
@Override
protected void onPause () {
super.onPause ();
if (mCamera != null){
// Release the camera for other applications
mCamera.release ();
mCamera = null;
}
}
}
Algorithm 3.11: Camera Release
3.11 Google Play
Google Play is an Internet website for publication of the Android applications. At first the
developer must register a Google Play publisher account. This is possible by visiting the
Google Play Android Developer Console at https://play.google.com/apps/publish/.
The developer needs to enter his developer identity, read and accept the Developer Distri-
bution Agreement and pay a $25 USD registration fee. When the registration is verified, he
can sign in to the Android Developer Console, which will be the home for his application
publishing operations and tools on Google Play.
The Developer Console home page offers to change developer profile details, name etc.
It lets developers to set up a colourful storefront page for their applications in the product
details page. The developer can update the store listing at any time, even if he does not
have a new version of his application.
Google Play makes easy for users to submit reviews of the application for the benefit
of other users. The Developer Console also lets the developer see error reports with stack
trace and other data. This is submitted automatically from Android devices. The Developer
Console gives detailed statistics on the install performance of the application, too [4].
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Chapter 4
Application Design
Android Orienteering is a game based on the rules of orienteering that are described
in Chapter 2. A player creates a track, which he can go round afterwards in the nature.
The game is implemented for the Android mobile platform. Therefore the user needs
only a smart phone or tablet with Android OS and with installed game. Just like in real
orienteering, the goal of the game is to pass the track from the start point to the finish
point and to find all check points between the start and the finish in the fixed order.
4.1 Fundamental Idea
The application has four main tasks, to create a new track, to select and go round the
track, to display done tracks and to load the track from the XML file. The structure of the
application is shown in Figure 4.1, which was created by program FreeMind [10].
Figure 4.1: Application Structure
Another items are the typical buttons like ’Help’ and ’Exit’ in the application.
The design of the main menu is presented in Figure 4.2, which was created by program
Balsamiq Mockups [2].
The application uses GPS, maps, compass and video camera. These parts are discussed
together with a principle of programming for Android in Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.2: Main Menu Design
4.2 New Track Creation
After the first start of the game, the player must form a new track. This is possible with
the button ’Create new track’. Then he needs to select the country, where the track will be
created. This part is necessary because of oﬄine mode. The application downloads a map
file from project mapsforge [13] from website http://download.mapsforge.org/maps/
europe/ and saves it to a device’s storage, if the map is not there yet. Downloading can
be sometimes slow because of the map size. Therefore the user can download the map file
manually from the mapsforge website and save it to the folder /AndroidOrienteering/ on
the device’s storage. This type of map will be used when the mobile phone does not have an
Internet connection. When the user does not save the map, he can use only the online mode.
In this case some parts of the application will not work without the Internet connection.
More about maps, which are implemented in the game, can be found in Chapter 3.8.
The player must choose a location in the selected country to display the map and to
draw an own track. Available is the button ’My location’, which represents the last known
location of the device, for the selection of part of the map. Another option is the manual
insertion of GPS coordinates in the decimal format XXX.XXXXX, where X is a number
from 0 to 9. The GPS coordinates conversion is described in Section 3.7.1. The map is
displayed afterwards. Which type of maps will be used depends on the option which the
player selected and on the Internet connection availability.
Later on the user can start to draw his own track. During the creation of the track it
is possible to change the type of map by settings in the options menu. Drawing the track
is very easy. The user chooses a button with the symbol, which he wants to put on the
map. A triangle is for the start, a circle is for the control points and two circles together
for the finish point. The last drawn point can be deleted by the button ’BACK’. The map
can be scaled down and up during the creation. The start point must be drawn as the first
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Figure 4.3: Screen Design with the Track Creation
item, controls next and after the finish point is drawn, the track is saved and the user must
insert only the track’s name and his name. Drawing the track is displayed in Figure 4.3.
The application returns to the main menu after the track with all its attributes is saved.
4.3 Selection and Going Round the Track
The button ’Choose track’ enables selecting the track, which the player wants to go round.
The screen for this selection displays a simple list of created tracks. After the user selects one
track from the list, he can start to play the track or save the track to an XML file for sharing
it with other players. The XML file will be saved to the /AndroidOrienteering/Tracks/
folder. The game does not have a server or other tools for an automatic sharing. Because
of it, the creator has to give the XML file with the track to other users manually. If the
player wants to save and use the track from this file, he has to save it to the same folder
(/AndroidOrienteering/Tracks/). Then he has to use the button ’Load track from XML’.
Afterwards he can choose the track. The track will be displayed in the list of created tracks
under the option ’Choose track’.
The map with the start of the track and with the current location is displayed after
selecting the track and using the button ’PLAY’ instead of the button ’Save track to XML’.
Then the player must go to the real start point in the nature. When the player is at the
start, the application displays the button ’START’ to begin the game. The whole track is
displayed after pressing this button.
The game has four basic modes and settings during playing:
• Map - The map mode displays the map with the race track. It is possible to change
the type of map by using the button ’Settings’ in the options menu. This mode is
shown in Figure 4.4.
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• Compass - This mode shows the compass on the map view. The compass has an
arrow pointed to the north. It serves for turning the map to the correct direction.
The device must be in the horizontal position for the correct compass functionality.
This mode is shown in Figure 4.5.
• Video Camera - The video camera serves as a hint for the game. In this mode is
displayed the camera view with a line pointed to the next control. The device must
be in the vertical position for this functionality. When the device screen is in the
horizontal position, the warning about device rotation is displayed instead of the line.
This mode is shown in Figure 4.6.
• Information - The mode ’INFO’ shows the next control number the accuracy of
GPS, the tolerant distance which is set for searching the controls, the distance in
which the current location will be shown in front of the control - this is because of
the inaccuracy of GPS. This mode is shown it Figure 4.7.
• Settings - This option serves for setting the attributes. A type of map can be changed
in the first part. If the device does not have an Internet connection, only oﬄine maps
can be selected. The second part of settings are the location attributes. First of all
it can be chosen if the device uses GPS, Network or GPS and Network together for
finding the current location. If the Internet connection is not available, only GPS can
be used. In this case, GPS must be enabled in the device. The tolerant distance for
searching controls can be set as next. Because the current location is never hundred
percent accurate, the player might be on the control point but the device would have
no idea about it. Zero meters are set as implicit. Therefore a change of this setting
is in the user’s interest. The last two options in the settings influence displaying
the current location. If the user wants to display the current location in front of
the control point, he needs to check the box ’Display location’ and then to set the
distance, where the location will be displayed from. This is the last option in the
settings. The settings screen is shown in Figure 6.9.
All modes can be called from the options menu as well as the screen with settings.
When the runner arrives to the finish he must enter his name and then the application
saves the race to the database. Then he can check this race in the done tracks.
4.4 Done Tracks
The application saves done races with many attributes and statistics, such as total time
and time between two points. The user can view these statistics in ’Done tracks’. The list
of all tracks, which were passed, is shown after the button ’Done tracks’ is pressed. All
information about a specific record from the track is available after selecting the concrete
item. The game saves information as the order of all runners on the track, the name of the
runner, the date of going round the track, total time, times between controls, the record of
the GPS track, where the runner went. Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 show these screens.
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Figure 4.4: Map Figure 4.5: Compass Figure 4.6: Camera
Figure 4.7: Information Figure 4.8: Settings
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Figure 4.9: List of Tracks Figure 4.10: Race Details Figure 4.11: GPS Track
4.5 Relative Work
This section concerns itself with the games, which already exist and work with similar
theme. There are three similar games, GPS Orienteering, Virtual Orienteering and Ori-
entGame. The game GPS orienteering was not tested because it was published too late (on
26 June 2012) and it is not for free. The following section describes the other two games.
4.5.1 Virtual Orienteering
This game is more advanced than Android Orienteering. It was produced in 2010. The
game has its own Internet website http://www.vorienteering.com/home. The user has
to create a track on this website. It is not possible in his mobile device.
An Internet connection is necessary only in the beginning for downloading tracks from
the server to the device. When the game is in progress, the player knows where he exactly
is and how far the next point is. The game loses its spirit with this knowledge.
Because the game has the server, users can share tracks and see their results. But the
map for the game is not the best. It is only a static picture. Thus, it is not possible to
scale the map down or up or to move it to another part.
4.5.2 OrientGame
This game is, on the other side, very simple. It was published on Google Play on 29 June
2012. At first look, the game design looks exactly like Android Orienteering from screen
shots.
The game is still in development and has a lot of issues. It needs an Internet connection.
The user cannot choose a track or display a map without an Internet connection. The game
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uses only a satellite view from Google Maps. Users must write an email to the developer
and asks him to add a new track. There are only four tracks available in the game currently.
The game has only one screen with three tabs, probably implemented as a single activity.
In the first tab, the user can select a track, see information about it and check a history with
events. In the second tab, the player can use the buttons ’START’, ’STOP’ and ’SAVE’ to
control the game. The game is started by button ’START’ and stopped or suspended by
button ’STOP’. The player can suspend the game whenever he wants. The button ’SAVE’
serves to save an event, which is also possible all the time. The last tab shows a map with
the track.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
In this chapter, the development process and each part of the whole program are explained.
The source codes of the application are on the enclosed CD.
For introduction to the own development process for the Android platform was used
the book Android Programming Tutorials [8] and for more details and more complicated
topics the book The Busy Coder’s Guide Advanced Android Development [9] by the same
author. During the own game implementation some problems arose and most of them were
solved with the help of the Stack Overflow forum [15].
The game is developed for the platform Android 2.2 and later. The application was
developed in the operating system Microsoft Windows 7 Professional with Eclipse Tools and
the Android SDK framework. For testing and debugging were used the Android Virtual
Device in the Eclipse emulator and the mobile device Samsung Galaxy S Vibrant with
Android 2.2 Froyo.
I thought about some game frameworks before starting the development, but because
of the design and the theme of the game I did not use any frameworks in the end.
The application consists of 13 Activities. The code metrics are shown in Table 5.1,
which was generated by program CLOC [1]. All icons in the application were created
by online program Android Asset Studio [3]. They are in folders /res/drawable,
/res/drawable-hdpi, /res/drawable-ldpi and /res/drawable-mdpi.
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Language f i l e s blank comment code
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Java 19 653 753 3768
XML 32 18 1 1460
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
SUM: 51 671 754 5228
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
Table 5.1: Count of Lines of the Source Codes
An important file of every Android project is Android Manifest. A definition of
minimal SDK Version 8 is in the manifest included in Android Orienteering. It means,
the application needs the Android version 2.2 or later. Then there is definition of all used
permissions. The application needs the Internet connection, to manage when a mobile de-
vice can sleep, to use GPS and network for a location, to use a camera, a database and
an external storage. The manifest includes also the definition of the main activity as An-
droidOrienteering and the definition of other activities. There are also defined specifications
about each activity, such as a title and screen orientation.
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5.1 Android Orienteering Activities
The Activities, which represent every screen of the application, are an essential part of
every Android application. All 13 Activities in the application can be divided into four
groups. The main activity AndroidOrienteering is one part. Second part takes care of the
creation of new tracks. Third part takes care of the game run and the last part displays
completed races. Figure 5.1 shows relation between the Activities in the application. The
following list includes a detailed description of each Activity:
• AndroidOrienteering - includes the main application menu and takes care of load-
ing tracks from XML files. Thus, the activity interacts with the database. This
activity extends the Android Activity class and serves as an access point to the ap-
plication. There is possible to display a help for this game and to close this activity
and the whole application by using the button in the options menu.
• SelectionOfCountry - extends Activity class and includes a list of all possible coun-
tries. This activity responds to pressing an item in the list, checks existing map files
and downloads new files from the Internet. Downloading is realised in the background
and the progress bar with information about it is in the notification area. The file’s
name starts with ’down’ string while downloading and the file is renamed after the
downloading is completed. The ’down’ prefix is a sign about the downloading file for
the next use of this file in other activities. The activity SelectionOfCountry launches
the next activity SelectionPosition.
• SelectionPosition - serves for inserting the GPS coordinates or for finding the cur-
rent location. Thus, the activity works with the location manager. This activity
extends the Activity class and launches the CreateTrack activity.
• CreateTrack - serves for displaying the map and buttons for a new track creation.
This activity extends the MapActivity from the mapsforge library and includes the
options menu, which includes two buttons - a change of the map and a return to
the main menu. If this activity is not terminated, it always starts up the SaveTrack
activity.
• SaveTrack - extends the Activity class and provides EditText boxes for inserting the
track’s name and author’s name. This activity interacts with the database because it
saves the track with its all checkpoints. The name of the track must be unique. The
SaveTrack activity returns an application thread to the main application menu.
• ChooseTrack - reads created tracks from the database and displays them in a list.
This activity reacts to pressing an item in the list, extends the Activity class and
launches the SavePlay activity.
• SavePlay - includes two buttons, one for starting the game and the other for saving
a track to an XML file. This activity extends the Activity class.
• Game - takes care of the whole game progress. This activity extends the MapActivity
from the mapsforge library and its content is defined in an XML file with the following
views, MapView, CompassView, CameraView, LineView and RelativeLayout. The
activity responds to selecting the buttons in the options menu and changes the actually
shown views. This activity reads data from the database because it needs information
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Figure 5.1: Interaction between Activities
about a track for the game. It also writes GPS logs from game to the database. The
activity includes the location manager for controlling the current location and a power
manager for managing the screen timeout. This activity also reacts to changes in the
settings implemented in the EditPreferences class. A function for changing the map
is shown in Appendix G.
• EditPreferences - extends the PreferenceActivity and displays settings in the game,
such as a type of maps, a type of provider for the current location (GPS or Network),
a tolerance for searching the control points, a check box with an option to show the
current location in front of the controls and a distance, where the current location
should be displayed from. It evokes actions, which apply the needed changes after
returning to the Game activity.
• DoneTracks - reads tracks from the database, which have at least one done race,
and displays them in a list. It responds to pressing an item in the list and launches
the activity TrackDetails. This activity extends the Activity class.
• TrackDetails - extends the TabActivity Android class, reads races in the selected
track from the database and displays them in a list. It reacts to pressing the race in
the list and evokes showing the tab with details about this race and the tab with the
map from the race.
• DetailsTabView - reads data about the selected race from the database and displays
them. This activity calculates the time spent between each control and the total time.
It extends the Activity class.
• MapTabView - extends the MapActivity class from the mapsforge library and dis-
plays a GPS track from the selected race. In this class the type of map can be changed
by using the button ’Settings’ in the options menu.
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The following list includes a detailed description of the custom views implemented in
the game:
• CompassView - serves for drawing the compass in the game and for displaying it
on the map view. The compass is drawn in the function onDraw and is realised by a
canvas. This view receives values from sensors from the Game activity. It is necessary
to use some filter for smooth displaying because the magnetic and accelerometer
sensors are extreme sensitive to changes. A circular array for the last ten sensor
values is implemented and the arithmetic mean of these values is calculated. In this
arithmetic mean is one problem with values from the magnetic sensor. The values
range from 0 to 180 and from -180 to 0. Thus, when the compass points to the south
or near to it, the values close to 180 and -180 are used and the resulting value is not
valid. Because of this, there is used one more method for filtering the values. If there
are values greater than 170 and less than -170 in the array together, the value of 360
is added to the negative values but only for the calculation. Then the resulting mean
value is valid and the compass is drawn exactly and smoothly.
• CameraView - extends the SurfaceView and implements the SurfaceHolder.Callback.
It displays an actual camera view.
• LineView - displays the line, which points to the next searched control. This view
is displayed only with the CameraView. As well as the CompassView it is drawn in
the function onDraw by a canvas and gets values for changes from sensors from the
Game activity. There is the same problem with the values as in the CompassView.
Therefore the same filter is used for the values in the Game activity. Otherwise the
line would jiggle on the screen, there is also used an arithmetic mean from the last
two calculated values. It secures the line is drawn more smoothly.
5.2 Database Schema
The Android platform allows every application to have several databases. They are saved in
the device as SQLite database files. The application uses the SQLite database as a storage
for tracks, races and information about them. The schema of the database is shown in
Figure 5.2.
The table Tracks includes necessary information about each track. This table makes
use of the table Checkpoint which saves the latitude and longitude for each control point
and the track ID, in which is this point located. To the table Races the races are saved
during playing. This table uses the table GPSLogs, in which each fixed location from the
GPS or network provider is saved. If the race is not finished all right, the race is deleted
from the database.
The class TrackHelper serves for manipulation with the database. It creates a new
database, tables in this database and upgrades the database to a newer version, if it is
necessary. This class includes functions for working with data in the database. The inter-
action of the Activities with this class is displayed in Figure 5.3. The classes ChooseTrack,
DoneTracks, TrackDetails, DetailsTabView and MapTabView read data from the database,
the class SaveTrack saves data to the database and the class Game reads data from the
database at first and saves data to the database during playing.
Besides these described classes, there is one more class in the application. Its name is
Track. This class defines a track and serves as an auxiliary class for the manipulation with
the track and its attributes.
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Figure 5.2: ER Diagram of the Database
Figure 5.3: Activities Interaction with Class TrackHelper
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The game Android Orienteering was published on Google Play after carefully tested.
Detailed information about it are in Section 3.11.
5.3 Actual Absences in the Application
The basic structure of the application was defined by design, but some detailed problems
arose during the implementation. Some of them were successfully solved, but not all of
them.
There is a problem with downloading map files from the Internet. Because the map
files are of a big size and because the Internet connection in mobile devices is usually not
so good, the downloading lasts a long time. Because of this, the map file is downloaded in
the background. If the Internet connection is closed while downloading, the map file is not
downloaded completely and then the user can not use it for the game.
Another problem is in the application when the game lasts longer time. There is a
problem with drawing the compass. The drawing lasts longer time and does not look
naturally. This may be caused by too many views in one activity.
The same problem is with the camera view. Concretely there is problem with the line
drawing in the camera mode. There is one more absence. Because a sensor in a device
is very sensitive, values for the line in the camera view are changed often. Therefore the
line can be drawn a little bit jerkily and inexactly when the user moves the device faster,
despite the filter is used for calculating the resulting value.
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Chapter 6
Testing Procedure
Testing and debugging are important parts of programming a new application. Therefore a
part of the development was devoted to this task. At first the final look of the application
is described, then the testing procedure and finally a feedback from players.
6.1 Final Look-and-Feel of the Application
The application user interface and the whole game functionality were implemented based
on the application design described in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.1 shows the introductory screen of the application, which can be compared
with Figure 4.2 from the design.
The part ’Create new track’ includes four different screens. The first screen displays a
common list with countries, the second screen offers items for the selection of the position.
Figure 6.2 shows the third screen with the track creation while using oﬄine map for Hessen
in Germany and Figure 6.3 shows the last screen in this part for saving the new track to
the database.
The part with own game includes several screens. The first screen displays a common
list with created tracks. The second screen includes two buttons, ’PLAY’ and ’Save track to
XML file’. Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show every screen, which can be displayed
while playing. Figure 6.4 displays the options menu and the oﬄine map in the game.
Figure 6.5 shows the game after start while using the online map and Figure 6.6 shows
information in the same time. Figure 6.7 displays the compass mode and Figure 6.8 the
video camera with the line pointing to the first control point. The last Figure 6.9 shows
the screen with settings. This part of the application includes one more screen. This screen
includes the box for inserting the player name and the button ’SAVE’.
The third part of the application ’Done tracks’ includes four different screens. At first,
the list with done tracks is displayed. Then, there are three screens in the tab view.
Figure 6.10 displays the list with races from the tested track. Figure 6.11 shows details
from one selected race and Figure 6.12 shows the map with GPS log from the same race.
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Figure 6.1: Introductory
Screen
Figure 6.2: Creation of a
New Track
Figure 6.3: New Track Sav-
ing
Figure 6.4: Options Menu
in the Game
Figure 6.5: Mode with the
Map
Figure 6.6: Information
Mode
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Figure 6.7: Online Map
with the Compass
Figure 6.8: Mode with the
Camera View
Figure 6.9: Screen with
Settings
Figure 6.10: List of Races
from the Track
Figure 6.11: Details about
the Selected Race
Figure 6.12: Map with
GPS Log from the Race
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6.2 Test Scenario
Each basic part of the application was tested during the implementation in the Eclipse
emulator. It was very useful for retrieval of elemental mistakes.
The whole application was tested several times in a nature with the mobile device
Samsung Galaxy S with the Android version 2.2 Froyo. The game was tested in Germany
in Hessen. In the application every option was tried. At first, everything was tested while
using the Internet connection and then the game was played again without the Internet
connection.
For the final testing a track with three controls was created. This track was situated
around the Unter den Eichen campus of the RheinMain University of Applied Sciences in
Wiesbaden.
The created track was tested three times. At first it was played while using the Internet
connection and obtaining the current location from GSM network, second time it was tested
with the Internet connection and using GPS and network together for obtaining the current
location and the last case was without the Internet connection while using only GPS.
During the testing procedure the tolerance for searching controls was changing depend-
ing on the GPS or network accuracy. The change of the map was tested at the beginning
of each tested game. The compass and camera were turned on after finding the start point
and then several times during play.
Of course, the buttons ’Load track from XML’ and ’Save track to XML’ were tested too.
At first the created track was saved to XML from the application. Then the same track
was tried to load into the device. In this case, the application displayed the warning ’Track
with same name already exists!’. Then the saved track was renamed and again loaded into
the device. At the end, this track was played. All of these cases worked correctly.
6.3 Feedback from Players
The application was tested by several users. After that, the application and its functionality
were discussed with them. The following list offers some requests from the users:
• Work with maps - When the oﬄine map was downloading for the first time and the
user wanted to use it before the downloading was finished, the application crashed.
The map file is created when the downloading begins. The previous version did not
check if the file was complete. This was changed in the next version. The file’s name
starts with a ’down’ string while downloading. When the whole file is downloaded
completely, the file is renamed. It ensures, the file is offered to the user after the
downloading is complete.
• Button BACK in the track creation screen - The button ’BACK’ evoked returning
to the previous activity, when the user was drawing a new track. It means, the
whole drawn track was deleted without any warning. In the actual version the button
’BACK’ deletes only the last drawn control and the button ’MENU’ in the options
menu asks the user, if he really wants to go back to the main screen.
• Lock screen during playing - The button for locking and unlocking the screen was
added to the options menu in the game. This button is called ’LOCK’ or ’UNLOCK’,
which depends on the state. It prevents changing the map when the screen is locked.
That means, it is not possible to use the zoom or move with the map.
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• Display location provider - Normally the user does not know if the device has the
correct location. Because of that, a label with information about a type of location
provider, the GPS coordinates and the time was added to the game view. When the
new coordinates are read, this label is updated.
Two recommendations were not taken into account because other users had an opposite
opinion. One of them was the change of the colour of the control after it was found and
the other was the change of the user interface style.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The main aim of this bachelor thesis was to familiarise myself with programming for the
Android platform. Because of this, whole Chapter 3 concerns itself with the description
of the Android platform and details about programming of applications for this operating
system.
A design of the game for the Android devices and an implementation of this game should
be done. Therefore, the design of the game Android Orienteering is described in Chapter 4
and the rules of orienteering, which are used in the game, are explained in Chapter 2.
The task of this thesis was completed because the implementation of this game includes
the user interface, GPS and network for location, database, compass and camera. Two
types of maps, one for oﬄine usage and second for online usage, are implemented in the
game as the extra item. Another extra item is the possibility to save the track to the XML
file and to load the track from the XML file. More detailed specifications are in the source
codes which are enclosed on the CD.
The game has some problems which need a more complex solution. These problems are
described in Section 5.3.
7.1 Possible Following Development
The maps are the most important part because the game is based on orienteering. However,
to this part was not devoted a lot of time, because this is not the aim of this thesis.
Unfortunately, this part certainly affects a lot of users. I think this part will never be the
best, because in real orienteering special kinds of maps are used and normally they are not
offered to use for free. Therefore it would be the best to find some good maps for this game
or to create custom maps. Then it would be useful to implement these maps for using in
the Android platform. Other option is to create some interface and implement more types
of maps. Each player will have the chance to select the best map for him. But this is
another theme for another type of thesis.
For a more interactive game, it would be nice to implement some component for sharing
more than just poor tracks. Some kind of server with the names of the runners, the authors
of the tracks and the results could be the best element for more fun and interaction. The
users could see everything about themselves in their mobile device or in a computer. Some
web interface would be needed for displaying the information on a computer.
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Appendix A
Android Architecture
Figure A.1: Architecture of the Android Platform [4]
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Appendix B
Android Activity Lifecycle
Figure B.1: All Possible States of Activity in Android [4]
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Appendix C
Sample Algorithm of Custom
Control
public class MyView extends View {
// Constructor required for in-code creation
public MyView(Context context ){
super(context );
}
// Contructors required for inflation from resource file
public MyView(Context context , AttributeSet attrs ){
super(context , attrs);
}
public MyView(Context context , AttributeSet attrs ,
int defaultStyle ){
super(context , attrs , defaultStyle );
}
@Override
protected void onMeasure(int widthMeasureSpec ,
int heightMeasureSpec ){
int measuredWidth = measure(widthMeasureSpec );
int measuredHeight = measure(heightMeasureSpec );
// Must make this setting or it will be here
// a runtime exception when the control is laid out
setMeasuredDimension(measuredWidth , measuredHeight );
}
private int measure(int measureSpec ){
int specMode = MeasureSpec.getMode(measureSpec );
int specSize = MeasureSpec.getSize(measureSpec );
// Code for calculating the view width or height
return specSize;
}
@Override
protected void onDraw(Canvas canvas ){
// Code for drawing a special visual interface
}
}
Algorithm C.1: Creation of a Custom User Interface
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Appendix D
Sample Menu Algorithms
<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="utf -8"?>
<menu xmlns:android="http :// schemas.android.com/apk/res/android">
<item android:id="@+id/settings"
android:icon="@drawable/ic_settings"
android:title="@string/settings"/>
<item android:id="@+id/help"
android:icon="@drawable/ic_help"
android:title="@string/help" />
</menu >
Algorithm D.1: XML File with Menu Definition
/** Create options menu */
@Override
public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu){
new MenuInflater(this). inflate(R.menu.option , menu);
return (super.onCreateOptionsMenu(menu ));
}
/** Selection item from the menu */
@Override
public boolean onOptionsItemSelected(MenuItem item){
if (item.getItemId () == R.id.settings) {
// Start PreferenceActivity
startActivity(new Intent(this , EditPreferences.class ));
return (true);
}
else if (item.getItemId () == R.id.help) {
// Display dialog with help for application
AlertDialog.Builder builder = new AlertDialog.Builder(this);
builder.setTitle(R.string.title_help)
.setIcon(R.drawable.help)
.setMessage(R.string.help)
.setPositiveButton("OK", null)
.show ();
}
return (super.onOptionsItemSelected(item ));
}
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/** Before the options menu is displayed */
@Override
public boolean onPrepareOptionsMenu(Menu menu) {
// Do something - for example remove item from options menu
return (super.onPrepareOptionsMenu(menu ));
}
Algorithm D.2: Implementation of an 0ptions Menu in Activity
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Appendix E
Implementation of
SharedPreferences
/** Saving shared preferences */
protected void savePreferences (){
// Create or retrieve the shared preferences object
SharedPreferences sharedPref = getSharedPreferences(sharedPref ,
Activity.MODE_PRIVATE );
// Retrieve an editor to modify the shared preferences
SharedPreferences.Editor editor = sharedPref.edit ();
// Store new primitive types in the shared preferences object
editor.putBoolean("isTrue", true);
editor.putString("textValue", "text");
// Comit the changes
editor.commit ();
}
Algorithm E.1: Creating and Saving Shared Preferences
/** Loading shared preferences */
public void loadPreferences (){
// Get the stored preferences
SharedPreferences sharedPref = getSharedPreferences(sharedPref ,
Activity.MODE_PRIVATE );
// Load the saved values
boolean isTrue = sharedPref.getBoolean("isTrue", false );
String textValue = sharedPref.getString("textValue", "");
}
Algorithm E.2: Retrieving Shared Preferences
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Appendix F
Sample Algorithm with
Implementation of the Database in
Android
/** SQLiteOpenHelper for database */
public class TrackHelper extends SQLiteOpenHelper {
private static final String DATABASE_NAME = "database.db";
private static final int SCHEMA_VERSION = 1;
/** Constructor */
public DatabaseHelper(Context context) {
super(context , DATABASE_NAME , null , SCHEMA_VERSION );
}
/** Create database */
@Override
public void onCreate(SQLiteDatabase db) {
db.beginTransaction ();
try {
// Create table
db.execSQL("CREATE TABLE table
(_id INTEGER PRIMARY KEY AUTOINCREMENT ,
name TEXT , age INTEGER );");
db.setTransactionSuccessful ();
} catch (SQLException e) {
Log.e("Error the creation of table", e.toString ());
throw e;
} finally {
db.endTransaction ();
}
}
/** Upgrade database - make changes in new version of database */
@Override
public void onUpgrade(SQLiteDatabase db, int oldVersion ,
int newVersion ){
// Nothing to do in schema version 1
}
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/** Insert data to database */
public void insertItem(String name , int age) {
// New ContentValues for insertion of data to database
ContentValues cv = new ContentValues ();
cv.put("name", name);
cv.put("age", age);
try {
// Write to database
getWritableDatabase (). insert("table", null , cv);
} catch (SQLException e) {
Log.e("Error to insert item to table", e.toString ());
}
}
/** Update data in database */
public void updateItem(String name , int age , String id) {
// New ContentValues for insertion of data to database
ContentValues cv = new ContentValues ();
cv.put("name", name);
cv.put("age", age);
String [] args = {id};
try {
// Update database
getWritableDatabase (). update("table", cv , "_id=?", args);
} catch (SQLException e) {
Log.e("Error update item in table", e.toString ());
}
}
/** Read data from database */
public String getName(String id){
String [] args = {id};
Cursor c = null;
try {
// Read from database
c = getReadableDatabase ()
.rawQuery("SELECT _id , name , age FROM table
WHERE _id=?", args);
} catch (SQLException e) {
Log.e("Error to read from table", e.toString ());
}
// Read first column from cursor
String name = c.getString (1);
// Close cursor
c.close ();
return name;
}
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/** Detele data from database */
public void deleteItem(String id) {
String [] args = {id};
try {
getWritableDatabase (). delete("table", "_id=?", args);
} catch (SQLException e) {
Log.e("Error to delete from table", e.toString ());
}
}
}
Algorithm F.1: Pseudocode with Implementation of the Database in Android
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Appendix G
Algorithm with Use of Maps in
Android Orienteering
package apt.orienteering;
import org.mapsforge.android.maps.MapActivity;
import org.mapsforge.android.maps.MapView;
import org.mapsforge.android.maps.mapgenerator.MapGenerator;
import org.mapsforge.android.maps.mapgenerator.tiledownloader.
MapnikTileDownloader;
public class Game extends MapActivity {
// Global variables
File mapFile;
MapGenerator mapG;
Track track = new Track ();
boolean flag = true;
@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState );
setContentView(R.layout.game);
map = (MapView)findViewById(R.id.mapview );
/** Get information about track from database */
/** Implement shared preferences */
// Set file with map for offline maps
mapFile = new File(track.getPath ());
// Set map generator for offline maps
mapG = map.getMapGenerator ();
// Set map
setInitialMap(prefs.getString("map_type", "Offline Maps"));
// Set characters of map
map.getController (). setCenter(track.getStart ());
map.setBuiltInZoomControls(true);
map.getController (). setZoom (14);
map.getMapZoomControls (). setZoomLevelMax ((byte) 17);
map.getMapZoomControls (). setZoomLevelMin ((byte) 12);
map.setClickable(true);
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// Draw start point to the map
map.getOverlays (). add(track.drawStart ());
}
/** Set type of map after start of activity */
private void setInitialMap(String typeMap ){
if (mapFile.exists ()){ // Offline maps
map.setMapFile(mapFile );
mapG = map.getMapGenerator ();
flag = true;
} else if (checkInternetConnection(
(ConnectivityManager) getSystemService
(Context.CONNECTIVITY_SERVICE ))){ // Online maps
MapnikTileDownloader mapDown = new MapnikTileDownloader ();
map.setMapGenerator(mapDown );
flag = false;
} else { // It is not possible to display some maps
Toast.makeText(Game.this , "No possible maps!",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT ).show ();
}
}
/** Set type of map */
private void setMap (){
String value = prefs.getString("map_type", "Offline Maps");
if (value.equals("Offline Maps")){
if (mapFile.exists ()){
if (!flag){
map.setMapGenerator(mapG);
map.setMapFile(mapFile );
flag = true;
}
} else {
Toast.makeText(this , "No saved map file ,
use online maps", Toast.LENGTH_SHORT ).show ();
}
} else if (value.equals("Mapnik - online")){
if (checkInternetConnection (( ConnectivityManager)
getSystemService(Context.CONNECTIVITY_SERVICE ))){
if(flag){
MapnikTileDownloader mapDown =
new MapnikTileDownloader ();
map.setMapGenerator(mapDown );
flag = false;
}
} else {
Toast.makeText(this , "No Internet connection",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT ).show ();
}
} else{
Toast.makeText(this , "No possible maps!",
Toast.LENGTH_SHORT ).show ();
}
}
}
Algorithm G.1: Pseudocode of Using Maps in Android Orienteering
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Appendix H
Sample Algorithms with Use of
Camera
public class CameraPreview extends SurfaceView
implements SurfaceHolder.Callback {
private SurfaceHolder mHolder;
private Camera mCamera;
/** Constructor */
public CameraPreview(Context context , Camera camera) {
super(context );
mCamera = camera;
// Install a SurfaceHolder.Callback
mHolder = getHolder ();
mHolder.addCallback(this);
// Deprecated setting
mHolder.setType(SurfaceHolder.SURFACE_TYPE_PUSH_BUFFERS );
}
@Override
public void surfaceCreated(SurfaceHolder holder) {
try {
// Create the Surface
mCamera.setPreviewDisplay(holder );
mCamera.startPreview ();
} catch (IOException e) {
Log.d(TAG , "Error to set camera preview: "
+ e.getMessage ());
}
}
@Override
public void surfaceChanged(SurfaceHolder holder ,
int format , int w, int h){
if (mHolder.getSurface () == null){
// Preview surface does not exist
return;
}
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// Stop preview before making changes
mCamera.stopPreview ();
/** Set settings */
// Start preview with new settings
try {
mCamera.setPreviewDisplay(mHolder );
mCamera.startPreview ();
} catch (Exception e){
Log.d(TAG , "Error to start camera preview: "
+ e.getMessage ());
}
}
@Override
public void surfaceDestroyed(SurfaceHolder holder) {
}
}
Algorithm H.1: Creating the Preview Class
<?xml version ="1.0" encoding ="utf -8"?>
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http :// schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
android:orientation="horizontal"
android:layout_width="fill_parent"
android:layout_height="fill_parent" >
<FrameLayout
android:id="@+id/cam_preview"
android:layout_width="fill_parent"
android:layout_height="fill_parent"
android:layout_weight="1" />
</LinearLayout >
Algorithm H.2: FrameLayout for CameraPreview
public class CameraActivity extends Activity {
private Camera mCamera;
private CameraPreview mPreview;
@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState );
setContentView(R.layout.main);
// Create an instance of Camera
// The function getCameraInstance () is defined
// in the previous code
mCamera = getCameraInstance ();
// Create our Preview view and set it as the content
// of the activity
mPreview = new CameraPreview(this , mCamera );
FrameLayout preview = (FrameLayout)findViewById(id.cam_preview );
preview.addView(mPreview );
}
}
Algorithm H.3: Connection of the Preview Class and Layout for the Camera in Activity
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Appendix I
CD Contents
Directory Contents
app/ Used Java packages and the application for Android (.apk)
app/AndroidOrienteering/ Android project with source codes generated by Eclipse
poster/ Poster
text/ LaTeX source files of this thesis
text/fig/ Figures used in this text
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